TROUBLE /
I had an amazing session with Trouble and cannot recommend her highly enough.
When we met she was perfectly prepared and not only brought her own gi but one for me as well so she could use her
seemingly endless arsenal of BJJ moves on me as I had requested. We started on our knees and Trouble was in BJJ killermode. It took her only a few seconds before I had to tap out to her first submission. For the next quarter of an hour I had to
tap out every half a minute and each time to a different submission! She would use and endless amount of chokes, all kind of
armbars, wristlocks, triangle, kimura, crucifix (highly recommended!) and so on. My rather big weight and height advantage
wasn't worth a dime against her blue belt BJJ skills (more like a purple belt level if you ask me), solidly trained muscles and
endless stamina.
I then asked to have a more playful session for the rest of the time and this was when trouble really excelled beyond what
words can describe. She let me catch her in a few basic BJJ submission but only so she would have a reason to beat me up
thereafter. Once she decided I've had enough subs on her she stripped down from her gi into some very sexy sports-bra and
hot pants and came over me like the dominant wrestling-expert she is. I was put in all the holds and submissions you can
imagine, but now a tap-out would not be sufficient to get free again. Instead she held me down at will, forced me to praise
her skills and kiss her sexy feet, tickled me until I was tapping from the laughs and choked to the very edge of consciousness. I
was not only choked by her arms and silky legs, but by her boobies as well and even by a braid of her hair. And remind you,
this was not some fantasy-wrestling stuff I decided to endure, she was in serious control and could have choked me out with
her hair if she wanted to and there would have been nothing I could do to stop her.
When Cam came back after two hours both of us could not believe how time had flown by and agreed to do one final round
simply because it was soooo much fun. Troubles attitude is second to none and she was funny and sexy as well as dominant
for the entire time. I certainly hope to meet her again soon.
Julian

